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Proven Guilty
Second in a new Dark Age trilogy! With the mighty Steel Wolf clan
behind her, Anastasia Kerensky plans to seize the planet Northwind,
but Ezekial Crow and Tara Campbell are prepared to repel her
invasion-and decide the fate of a world.

Changes
An all-new Dresden Files story headlines this urban fantasy short
story collection starring the Windy City's favorite wizard. The
world of Harry Dresden, Chicago's only professional wizard, is rife
with intrigue--and creatures of all supernatural stripes. And you'll
make their intimate acquaintance as Harry delves into the dark side
of truth, justice, and the American way in this must-have short story
collection. From the Wild West to the bleachers at Wrigley Field,
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humans, zombies, incubi, and even fey royalty appear, ready to blur
the line between friend and foe. In the never-before-published "Zoo
Day," Harry treads new ground as a dad, while fan-favorite
characters Molly Carpenter, his onetime apprentice, White Council
Warden Anastasia Luccio, and even Bigfoot stalk through the pages
of more classic tales. With twelve stories in all, Brief Cases offers
both longtime fans and first-time readers tantalizing glimpses into
Harry's funny, gritty, and unforgettable realm, whetting their
appetites for more to come from the wizard with a heart of gold.
The collection includes: * "Curses," from Naked City, edited by
Ellen Datlow * "AAAA Wizardry," from the Dresden Files RPG *
"Even Hand," from Dark and Stormy Knights, edited by P. N. Elrod
* "B is for Bigfoot," from Under My Hat: Tales from the Cauldron,
edited by Jonathan Strahan. Republished in Working for Bigfoot. *
"I was a Teenage Bigfoot," from Blood Lite III: Aftertaste, edited
by Kevin J. Anderson. Republished in Working for Bigfoot. *
"Bigfoot on Campus," from Hex Appeal, edited by P. N. Elrod.
Republished in Working for Bigfoot. * "Bombshells," from
Dangerous Women, edited by George R. R. Martin and Gardner
Dozois * "Jury Duty," from Unbound, edited by Shawn Speakman *
"Cold Case," from Shadowed Souls, edited by Jim Butcher and
Kerrie Hughes * "Day One," from Unfettered II, edited by Shawn
Speakman * "A Fistful of Warlocks," from Straight Outta
Tombstone, edited by David Boop * "Zoo Day," a brand-new
novella, original to this collection

Blood Rites
Brought back to the mortal world as the Winter Knight to Mab,
Harry Dresden is at the command of the Queen of Air and Darkness
and is expected to kill an immortal, as he begins to realize there is a
serious threat to endanger countless innocent victims unless he finds
his way out of eternal subservience.
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Working for Bigfoot
Wizard detective Harry Dresden, murdered by an unknown
assassin, must save his friends and his soul without any magic to
help him in this novel from the New York Times best-selling author
of Side Jobs. Reprint.

Grave Peril
“The wildest, strangest, best Dresden adventure to dateButcher’s
blending of modern fantasy with classic noir sensibilities ensures
that there’s never a dull moment.”—SF Site Paranormal
investigations are Harry Dresden’s business and Chicago is his
beat, as he tries to bring law and order to a world of wizards and
monsters that exists alongside everyday life. And though most
inhabitants of the Windy City don’t believe in magic, the Special
Investigations Department of the Chicago PD knows better. Karrin
Murphy is the head of S. I. and Harry’s good friend. So when a
killer vampire threatens to destroy Murphy’s reputation unless
Harry does her bidding, he has no choice. The vampire wants the
Word of Kemmler (whatever that is) and all the power that comes
with it. Now, Harry is in a race against time—and six merciless
necromancers—to find the Word before Chicago experiences a
Halloween night to wake the dead

Cold Days
A war is raging between the vampire forces of the Red Court and
the White Council - a war that the wizards are losing. So desperate
are the Council that they've dragooned the experienced and the
outcast to reinforce their thinning ranks of Wardens. One of these
draftees is one Harry Dresden, Chicago's only wizard-for-hire and a
guy who's long been looked upon with suspicion by the supernatural
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authorities. Now, he's one of them, and his first big mission as a
Warden is a doozy: take a small team of greenhorns to a frigid town
in the middle of nowhere to rescue a handful of mortals who've
been targeted by the Red Court. The question is, why exactly are
these particular mortals so crucial to the outcome of the war? The
answer will come only if Harry can keep them, and his team, alive
for one very long night. This graphic novel collects the critically
acclaimed, five-issue series in one volume, and features a bonus
section with Jim Butcher's original story outline, sketchbook
artwork from Carlos Gomez, cover gallery with roughs from
Stjepan Sejic, and more! Creator Commentary from Jim Butcher:
"The greatest frustration about writing the Dresden Files is all the
stories I come up with that are too small or too straightforward to
write into a novel. One of the great pleasures I've had as a writer is
getting the opportunity to tell some of those stories in a short-story
format, and in graphic novels like this one! War Cry is one of the
stories I always wanted to tell but never got the chance to in the
context of the novels, and I'm extremely pleased with how well it's
coming out."

Dead Witch Walking
All the creatures of the night gather in "the Hollows" of Cincinnati,
to hide, to prowl, to party . . . and to feed. Vampires rule the
darkness in a predator-eat-predator world rife with dangers beyond
imagining—and it's Rachel Morgan's job to keep that world civilized.
A bounty hunter and witch with serious sex appeal and an attitude,
she'll bring 'em back alive, dead . . . or undead.

Death Masks
The first six novels featuring Harry Dresden—Chicago’s only
professional wizard—are a perfect introduction to the # 1 New York
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Times bestselling series that Entertainment Weekly describes as
“Buffy the Vampire Slayer starring Philip Marlowe.” STORM
FRONT FOOL MOON GRAVE PERIL SUMMER KNIGHT
DEATH MASKS BLOOD RITES

Witches of Bourbon Street
"Kitty Norville still can't stay away from trouble --of the
supernatural kind. Everyone's favorite werewolf DJ is here to mix it
up just one last time. Here you will find, or will be lucky to newly
discover, the irrepressible Kitty Norville with friends and enemies
alike: Rick the vampire; Jessi Hardin, paranormal detective; Kitty's
werewolf husband Ben; Cormac, the bounty hunter; and the evervillainous Dux Bellorum. These irresistible tales are full of
unpredictable twists and turns: lupines experimenting with
astronomy, a cheating boxer with preternatural strength, vampires
arriving from the Philippines."--Provided by publisher.

The Urban Sketching Handbook: Techniques for
Beginners
“A can’t-miss entry in one of the best urban-fantasy series currently
being published.”—Booklist (starred review) As Chicago’s only
professional wizard, Harry Dresden has faced demons, vampires,
werewolves, dark sorcerers, and hosts of horrors from beyond the
mortal realm. But nothing could have prepared him for this… Long
ago, Susan Rodriguez was Harry's Dresden’s lover—until she was
attacked by his enemies, leaving her caught between humanity and
the relentless bloodlust of the vampiric Red Court. She disappeared
to South America, where she could fight both her savage gift and
those who cursed her with it. Now, she needs Harry’s help more
than ever. For the vengeful Duchess of the Red Court has
discovered a secret Susan has long kept from everyone—including
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Harry—and she plans to use it. To prevail, Harry may have to
unleash the full fury of his untapped power—and he may have no
choice but to embrace the darkness within himself. Because this
time, he’s fighting to save his child.

Jim Butcher's Dresden Files
A legendary serial killer stalks the streets of a fantastical city in The
Helm of Midnight, the stunning first novel in a new trilogy from
acclaimed author Marina Lostetter. In a daring and deadly heist,
thieves have made away with an artifact of terrible power—the death
mask of Louis Charbon. Made by a master craftsman, it is imbued
with the spirit of a monster from history, a serial murderer who
terrorized the city with a series of gruesome murders. Now Charbon
is loose once more, killing from beyond the grave. But these
murders are different from before, not simply random but the work
of a deliberate mind probing for answers to a sinister question. It is
up to Krona Hirvath and her fellow Regulators to enter the mind of
madness to stop this insatiable killer while facing the terrible truths
left in his wake.

Small Favor
The Dresden Files have taken the genre of paranormal mystery to a
new level of action, excitement, and hard-hitting magical muscle.
Now, in Death Masks, Jim Butcher’s smart-guy private eye may
have taken on more than he can handle Harry Dresden, Chicago’s
only practicing professional wizard, should be happy that business
is pretty good for a change. But he also knows that whenever things
are going good, the only way left for them to go is bad. Way bad.
Such as: • A duel with the lethal champion of the Red Court, who
must kill Harry to end the war between vampires and wizards •
Professional hit men using Harry for target practice • The missing
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Shroud of Turin—and the possible involvement of Chicago's most
feared mob boss • A handless and headless corpse the Chicago
police need identified Not to mention the return of Harry’s exgirlfriend Susan, who’s still struggling with her semi-vampiric
nature. And who seems to have a new man in her life. Some days, it
just doesn’t pay to get out of bed. No matter how much you’re
charging.

Brief Cases
Collects the shorter works featuring Chicago's own professional
wizard, Harry Dresden, including an all-new never-beforepublished novella. By the #1 best-selling author of Changes.
Reprint.

Shadowed Souls
Harry Dresden, the only professional wizard listed in the Chicago
phone book, takes on supernatural villains out to turn the world
upside down, in an original graphic novel adventure.

Death Masks
Enjoying his work as a high-school science teacher, his marriage to
Mary Jane, and a period of low crime, Peter Parker learns that the
Rhino has resumed his nefarious activities in Times Square, a
situation that is further complicated by the emergence of SpiderMan's former ally and love interest, the Black Cat. Reprint.

Turn Coat
In his acclaimed Codex Alera novels, #1 New York Times
bestselling author Jim Butcher has created a fascinating world of
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elemental magic. Now, as enemies become allies, and friends
become bitter foes, a danger beyond reckoning looms for all After
two years of bitter conflict with the hordes of invading Canim
warriors, Tavi of Calderon, now Captain of the First Aleran Legion,
realizes that a peril far greater than the Canim exists—the mysterious
threat that drove the savage Canim to flee their homeland. Tavi
proposes attempting an alliance with the Canim against their
common foe, but his warnings go unheeded. For the Senate’s newlyappointed military commander has long desired to wipe out the
Canim “scourge,” and their slave allies. Now, Tavi must find a way
to overcome centuries-old animosities if an alliance is to be forged,
and he must lead his legion in defiance of the law, against friend
and foe—or none will have a chance of survival

The Helm of Midnight
Accused of treason against the Wizards of the White Council,
Warden Morgan goes in search of Harry Dresden in a desperate
attempt to clear his name and stop the deadly punishment from
taking place in this latest thrilling addition to the Dresden Files
series.

Skin Game
Harry Dresden`s life is a mess. His top client (and close friend), Lt.
Karrin Murphy, no longer trusts him. Chicago`s underworld and the
cops alike think he's mobster Johnny Marcone's supernatural
enforcer. And the enigmatic White Council continues to view him
with suspicion. If all that weren't enough, a pack of werewolves
have unleashed a wave of terror on the Windy City. But as is always
the case when it comes to the creatures of the Nevernever, there's
far more going on than meets the eye. Before it's all over, Harry will
find himself caught between friends, enemies, and arcane forces
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bent on his destruction. Is it any wonder he can't find a date?
Expanding on Book Two of Jim Butcher's New York Times
bestselling saga, and featuring writer Mark Powers and artist Chase
Conley, Fool Moon collects the first half of the 8-issue series in one
volume, complete with bonus material and a cover gallery.

Kitty's Mix-Tape
Three novellas allow the reader to encounter Dresden at different
points in his career as a wizard-for-hire.

Spider-Man: The Darkest Hours
The precarious alliance between the people of Alera and the furies
is thrown into disarray by the death of the First Lord of Alera, and
the fate of the Alerians lies in the hands of Tavi, an untried young
man who must draw on his courage to save his world. Reprint.

Ghoul Goblin
THINGS ARE ABOUT TO GET SERIOUS FOR HARRY
DRESDEN, CHICAGO'S ONLY PROFESSIONAL WIZARD, in
the next entry in the #1 New York Times bestselling Dresden Files.
Harry has faced terrible odds before. He has a long history of
fighting enemies above his weight class. The Red Court of
vampires. The fallen angels of the Order of the Blackened Denarius.
The Outsiders. But this time it's different. A being more powerful
and dangerous on an order of magnitude beyond what the world has
seen in a millennium is coming. And she's bringing an army. The
Last Titan has declared war on the city of Chicago, and has come to
subjugate humanity, obliterating any who stand in her way. Harry's
mission is simple but impossible: Save the city by killing a Titan.
And the attempt will change Harry's life, Chicago, and the mortal
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world forever.

Ghost Story
Chicago wizard Harry Dresden must help a hated enemy,
Nicodemus Archleone, break into a high security vault to steal
something belonging to the Lord of the Underworld.

The Dresden Files Collection 1-6
The Urban Sketching Handbook: Techniques for Beginners guides
artists to build a strong foundation in observational drawing and
painting to establish an urban sketching practice.

Welcome to the Jungle
Legendary man of war and the rightful First Lord of Alera, Gaius
Octavian must save his world from eternal darkness, and stand
against the savage Vord in the Calderon Valley. By a best-selling
author. Reprint.

Jim Butcher's the Dresden Files Omnibus
HARRY DRESDEN IS BACK AND READY FOR ACTION, in
the new entry in the #1 New York Times bestselling Dresden Files.
When the Supernatural nations of the world meet up to negotiate an
end to ongoing hostilities, Harry Dresden, Chicago's only
professional wizard, joins the White Council's security team to
make sure the talks stay civil. But can he succeed, when dark
political manipulations threaten the very existence of Chicago--and
all he holds dear?

Death Masks
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Meet Harry Dresden, Chicago's first (and only) Wizard P.I. Turns
out the 'everyday' world is full of strange and magical things - and
most of them don't play well with humans. That's where Harry
comes in. Harry Dresden should be happy that business is good makes a change. But now he's getting more than he bargained for: a
duel with the Red Court of Vampires' champion, who must kill
Harry to end the war between vampires and wizards; professional
hit men using Harry for target practice; the missing Shroud of Turin
(less missing than expected) and a headless corpse the Chicago
police need identifying . . . Not to mention the return of Harry's exgirlfriend Susan, still struggling with her semi-vampiric nature. And
who seems to have a new man. Some days, it just doesn't pay to get
out of bed. No matter how much you're charging. Magic - it can get
a guy killed.

Battle Ground
The only wizard in the Chicago phone book, Harry is given the task
of investigating rumors of black magic in the Windy City, while, at
the same time, searching for some malevolent entities that feed on
fear who have been set loose on Chicago.

Side Jobs
Brace yourself for cutting-edge suspense in the scorching third
novel of Shannon K. Butcher’s new action-romance series “I
NEED TO KNOW IF ANYONE WAS KILLED LAST NIGHT.”
In his years working for the private security firm The Edge, Clay
Marshall has seen it all. But the recent blackouts he's been having
are new. So is waking up with blood on his hands and clothes, with
no memory of where the blood came from—or who he might have
killed. He hates to admit it, but he needs help. Dr. Leigh Vaughn
has treated other Edge employees before, but from the moment she
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sees him for the first time, Clay strikes her as a special breed of
man. She knows he’s dangerous, and distrustful of doctors, but she
finds herself drawn to him even as his own steely exterior gives way
to his growing desire for her. Neither knows, however, that Clay is
being used as a pawn in a larger experiment, and that his blackouts
are only the first step toward a terrifying goal. And both Leigh and
Clay will put themselves in harm’s way to stop an unseen
enemy—and to save one another.

First Lord's Fury
From USA Today bestselling author, Deanna Chase, the second
book in the Jade Calhoun series. Jade Calhoun was never fond of
her empath abilities. Now she has discovered she has another gift
she'd rather not unwrap--magic. But when her mentor, Bea,
becomes gravely ill and insists Jade's the only one who can help,
she's forced to embrace her witchy side. It's too bad she spent a
decade shunning the magical community and never learned to
harness her powers. Because time's run out. A trapped spirit has
revealed a clue to Jade's long-lost mother. The resident angel has
gone rogue and disappeared with Jade's boyfriend, Kane. And if that
wasn't enough, her ex appears to be possessed. To save any of them,
Jade will need to find a way to control her inner white
witch--without succumbing to black magic. Otherwise, she'll lose
everythingincluding her soul.

Blood Rites
"A bizarre double murder draws the interest of Chicago's only
wizard-for-hire. But as Harry Dresden begins his investigation, the
clues lead to troubling conclusions about the possible perpetrator,
and set him on a path that will place him in the middle of a conflict
between the city's three most powerful factions"-Page 12/18
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Dead Beat
In this novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling Dresden Files,
Chicago's only professional wizard takes on a case for a vampire
and becomes the prime suspect in a series of ghastly murders. Harry
Dresden has had worse assignments than going undercover on the
set of an adult film. Like fleeing a burning building full of enraged
demon-monkeys, for instance. Or going toe-to-leaf with a walking
plant monster. Still, there’s something more troubling than usual
about his newest case. The film’s producer believes he’s the target
of a sinister curse—but it’s the women around him who are dying, in
increasingly spectacular ways. Harry’s doubly frustrated because he
only got involved with this bizarre mystery as a favor to
Thomas—his flirtatious, self-absorbed vampire acquaintance of
dubious integrity. Thomas has a personal stake in the case Harry
can’t quite figure out, until his investigation leads him straight to
the vampire’s oversexed, bite-happy family. Now, Harry’s about to
discover that Thomas’ family tree has been hiding a shocking
secret: a revelation that will change Harry’s life forever.

Peace Talks
Harry Dresden, a Chicago private investigator and wizard, heads to
a small, isolated Missouri town terrorized by Nevernever monsters.

Jim Butcher's the Dresden Files
Meet Harry Dresden, Chicago's first (and only) Wizard P.I. Turns
out the 'everyday' world is full of strange and magical things - and
most of them don't play well with humans. That's where Harry
comes in. Business has been slow lately for Harry Dresden. Okay,
business has been dead. Not undead - just dead. You would think
Chicago would have a little more action for the only professional
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wizard in the phone book. But lately, Harry hasn't been able to
dredge up any kind of work - magical or mundane. But just when it
looks like he can't afford his next meal, a murder comes along that
requires his particular brand of supernatural expertise. A brutally
mutilated corpse. Strange-looking paw prints. A full moon. Take
three guesses. And the first two don't count . . . Magic - it can get a
guy killed. 'The Dresden Files is my favourite series ever' Patrick
Rothfuss, author of The Name of the Wind 'Butcher's storytelling is
satisfying on a level that's bone-deep' io9 'One of the most reliable
post-Buffy supernatural thriller series on offer' Time Out 'Dresden
has a vitality that few urban fantasy heroes can match' SFX The
Dresden Files novels begin with STORM FRONT, and continues
with FOOL MOON, GRAVE PERIL, SUMMER KNIGHT,
DEATH MASKS, BLOOD RITES, DEAD BEAT, PROVEN
GUILTY, WHITE NIGHT, SMALL FAVOUR, TURN COAT,
CHANGES, GHOST STORY, COLD DAYS and SKIN GAME.
For more of Harry Dresden's adventures, check out the Dresden
Files short story collections SIDE JOBS and BRIEF CASES.

Summer Knight
In the fourth novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling series
featuring everyone's favorite wizard for hire, Harry Dresden is
suckered into the tangled—and dangerous—affairs of Faerie Ever
since his girlfriend left town to deal with her newly acquired taste
for blood, Harry Dresden has been down and out in Chicago. He
can’t pay his rent. He’s alienating his friends. He can’t even recall
the last time he took a shower. The only professional wizard in the
phone book has become a desperate man. And just when it seems
things can’t get any worse, in saunters the Winter Queen of Faerie.
She has an offer Harry can’t refuse if he wants to free himself of
the supernatural hold his faerie godmother has over him—and
hopefully end his run of bad luck. All he has to do is find out who
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murdered the Summer Queen’s right-hand man, the Summer
Knight, and clear the Winter Queen’s name. It seems simple
enough, but Harry knows better than to get caught in the middle of
faerie politics. Until he finds out that the fate of the entire world
rests on his solving this case. No pressure or anything

White Night
After Chicago's ghost population starts going seriously postal,
resident wizard Harry Dresden much figure out who is stirring them
up and why they all seem to be somehow connected to him.

Academ's Fury
In this novel in Jim Butcher’s #1 New York Times bestselling
series, an old debt puts Chicago wizard Harry Dresden in harms
way Harry’s life finally seems to be calming down. The White
Council’s war with the vampiric Red Court is easing up, no one’s
tried to kill him lately, and his eager apprentice is starting to learn
real magic. For once, the future looks fairly bright. But the past
casts one hell of a long shadow. Mab, monarch of the Sidhe Winter
Court, calls in an old favor from Harry. Just one small favor he
can’t refuseone that will trap Harry Dresden between a nightmarish
foe and an equally deadly ally, and one that will strain his
skills—and loyalties—to their very limits. And everything was going
so well for once

Edge of Sanity
Contains material originally published in magazine form in Jim
Butcher's The Dresden files: Ghoul Goblin #1-6, The Dresden files:
War Cry #1-5, and The Dresden files: Down Town #1-6.
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Jim Butcher's The Dresden Files: Fool Moon Vol. 1
A New York Times Notable BookAn ALA Notable Book "Original
and illuminating." --The Washington Post What draws our species
to war? What makes us see violence as a kind of sacred duty, or a
ritual that boys must undergo to "become" men? Newly reissued in
paperback, Blood Rites takes readers on an original journey from
the elaborate human sacrifices of the ancient world to the carnage
and holocaust of twentieth-century "total war." Ehrenreich sifts
deftly through the fragile records of prehistory and discovers the
wellspring of war in an unexpected place -- not in a "killer instinct"
unique to the males of our species, but in the blood rites early
humans performed to reenact their terrifying experiences of
predation by stronger carnivores. Brilliant in conception and rich in
scope, Blood Rites is a monumental work that continues to
transform our understanding of the greatest single threat to human
life.

Captain's Fury
In this dark and gritty collection—featuring short stories from Jim
Butcher, Seanan McGuire, Kevin J. Anderson, and Rob
Thurman—nothing is as simple as black and white, light and dark,
good and evil.. Unfortunately, that’s exactly what makes it so easy
to cross the line. In #1 New York Times bestselling author Jim
Butcher’s Cold Case, Molly Carpenter—Harry Dresden’s apprenticeturned-Winter Lady—must collect a tribute from a remote Fae
colony and discovers that even if you’re a good girl, sometimes you
have to be bad New York Times bestselling author Seanan
McGuire’s Sleepover finds half-succubus Elsie Harrington
kidnapped by a group of desperate teenage boys. Not for anything
“weird.” They just need her to rescue a little girl from the
boogeyman. No biggie. In New York Times bestselling Kevin J.
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Anderson’s Eye of Newt, Zombie P.I. Dan Shamble’s latest client
is a panicky lizard missing an eye who thinks someone wants him
dead. But the truth is that someone only wants him for a very
special dinner And New York Times bestselling author Rob
Thurman’s infernally heroic Caliban Leandros takes a trip down
memory lane as he deals wih some overdue—and
nightmarish—vengeance involving some quite nasty Impossible
Monsters. ALSO INCLUDES STORIES BY Tanya Huff * Kat
Richardson * Jim C. Hines * Anton Strout * Lucy A. Snyder *
Kristine Kathryn Rusch * Erik Scott de Bie * From the Trade
Paperback edition.

Fool Moon
Wizard Harry Dresden must investigate his own flesh and blood
when a series of killings strike Chicago’s magic practitioners in this
novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling series. Someone is
targeting the members of the city’s supernatural underclass—those
who don’t possess enough power to become full-fledged wizards.
Some have vanished. Others appear to be victims of suicide. But
now the culprit has left a calling card at one of the crime scenes—a
message for Harry Dresden. Harry sets out to find the apparent
serial killer, but his investigation turns up evidence pointing to the
one suspect he cannot possibly believe guilty: his half-brother,
Thomas. To clear his brother’s name, Harry rushes into a
supernatural power struggle that renders him outnumbered,
outclassed, and dangerously susceptible to temptation. And Harry
knows that if he screws this one up, people will die—and one of
them will be his brother
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